
Word Notes Sunday 06/03/16 
Clare Reed: No Ordinary Man; The Story Week 24 

 
Summary (read this bit out to remind cell members what was said on Sunday, listen to the podcast if you 
missed the talk http://www.newmarketcommunitychurch.co.uk/podcasts.htm.) 
 
Key Text:  Matthew 13 
 
The Kingdom of God is Near 
 
In first century Palestine the Jews had a clear expectation of the kingdom that the Messiah would bring 
about  - you can find that in Isaiah 9:2-7.  There would be a King like David, sitting on David's throne, 
overthrowing the Romans etc. 
This was not what Jesus meant when he talked of the Kingdom of God and so when he starts to teach 
about it they don't understand.   What’s more Jesus teaches in parables – we have the advantage of 
seeing the explanation in the scripture as well as study books galore, things were less clear maybe to 
those listening at the time.  We also understand that when Jesus talks of “The Kingdom” the word he uses 
is pointing to the rule and reign of God not a geographical kingdom such as Israel. 
 
Matthew 13 contains some key parables about The Kingdom: 

• The Sower – the key issue is that the kingdom is offered to all (not just Jews) and there is a range 
of responses. 

• The Weeds – from this we understand that in this time of kingdom growth there is an enemy that 
will be sowing seeds as well.  Life is going to be messy but God takes care not to accidentally 
uproot the good bits while trying to get out the bad, each good one is so precious. 

• The Mustard Seed – can mustard really grow into a tree?  Probably not. This kingdom might seem 
tiny and any natural result relatively puny but it has the power to grow beyond anything we might 
imagine. God’s power will grow this kingdom beyond our worldly expectation.  

 
As well as telling stories about the Kingdom Jesus also performed miracles, which were a demonstration 
of the Kingdom, like opening a window from the here and now onto the Kingdom that is yet to be fully 
revealed.  Some aspects are: 

• Healing – in the fullness of The Kingdom there will be no more as no more sickness. 
• No raising of the dead as no more death 
• No deliverance because there will be no more evil 
• Even creation itself will be restored so no need to calm any storms storm. 

 
As Jesus performs miracles look for what they say about The Kingdom.  The Upper Story goal is for the 
Kingdom to come, the Lower Story narrative is about God achieving His goal.  When Jesus comes – God 
with us – the Upper breaks into the Lower, in fact it can’t be restrained! 
 
The application in our lives is to be Kingdom people. 
Broadcast sowing – be bold, throw the Good News all over, in all places.  
Risk scattering seed even on hard ground - don't be discouraged if people don't pick it up.  
Accept the reality of an enemy – life will be messy but hang in there.  
If you are discouraged by weeds trust in God and his power to grow this apparently tiny thing into 
something bigger than we can ever expect or imagine.  
 
 
Application (this is the bit where cell members get to participate.  Lead discussions around these points) 
 
If you would have experienced Jesus’ teaching firsthand, how do you think you would have reacted? 
Would you have followed him?  Why or why not? 
 
You might think that Jesus spoke in parables so everyone could understand, but the disciples as well as 
the crowds had a hard time understanding his meaning.  Why did Jesus say he spoke in parables (Matt 
13:10-15)?  Why was this so? 
 
How are genuine believers differentiated from unbelievers in the parable of the soils? What does each of 
the soil types represent? Can a “soil type” be changed? 



Read The Story pages 349 to 351 or John 6:22-35, 47-58, 66-71 – Tony read some of this when we broke 
bread.   Identify two or three ways the crowds misunderstood Jesus’ description of their need for eternal 
life How is Jesus’ message (Jn. 6:29, 35, 47) different from most people’s idea of salvation? 
 
 
Witness (this is the bit where the cell talks, plans and prays about how to share the Good News) 
 
How does “broadcast sowing” work out in your life, where you work, play and rest? 


